The celebrations, customs and rituals of any institution reveal a great deal about its culture. To
bring out the creative best in students, our much awaited Project Day event ‘Creative Paradigm’
2016-17 was held on 20th August 2016 with lot of inventiveness, fanaticism and zeal.
Grade I and II exhibited The Journey of Seven Continents- Southern Africa (Crafted by Mother
Nature), Northern Africa (Life after Death), Australia (Land of Kangaroos), Antarctia (Land of
Ice), U.A.E (The Land of Gold), Asia (Continental Asian Colors) and Northern America (Big things
Happen Here). Art, Literature, Sports, Monuments, landforms, cuisines and currency of the
Continents were showcased. The selfie point was the center of attraction where the guests
enjoyed posing with an Egyptian mask.
Grade III to V showcased their talent by exhibiting various models on different themes. Grade III
displayed models on Evolution of fish, reptiles, mammals, and birds. Students of Grade IV worked
on the theme ‘Disaster Management’ which included manmade and natural disasters likeEarthquake, Industrial disaster, Nuclear disaster etc. and their detrimental effects on various life
forms. Grade V undertook the project to show the comparison between two greatest ancient
civilizations of the World- Indus Valley and Egyptian Civilizations.
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The English project of Grade IX and X was based on ‘Overcoming Disabilities’. Students tried to
sensitize the spectators to the daily challenges faced by the ‘differently abled’. Students
showcased their enacting skills through the skit based on the life of ‘Helen Keller’. Social Science
project symbolized the democratic setup in the ancient past and in the modern period.
Both home and school exert educational influence on the student. In order to achieve
satisfactory results both groups have to cooperate closely. We extend our sincere
thanks to all the parents for their support and tireless effort in helping us to make the
event, once again, a huge success.

